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Almtract 
A graph is called a generalized S-graph if for every vertex vof G there exists exactly one vertex 
which is more remote from v than every vertex adjacent to v. A generalized S-graph of 
diameter 3 is called reducible if there is a pair of diametrical vertices vand t~ such that G-  {u, ~} 
is also a generalized S-graph of diameter 3. Here we determine all irreducible generalized 
S-graphs of diameter 3. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite graph and let u and v be two vertices of G, the following notation 
will be used in the paper: 
d~(u, v) is the distance in G between u and v, 
d(G) is the diameter of G, 
N6(u) is the neighbour set of u in G and 
/q6(u) is the dosed neighbour set of u. 
Consider a graph G (which contains at least one edge) with a central symmetry 
that is, 
(,) for every vertex v, there exists exactly one vertex ~ which is more remote from 
v than every vertex adjacent to v. 
Formally stated let 
M(x)={yly~x and d6(z,x)<~d6(y, x) for any z E N6(y)}. 
Hence a graph G has a central symmetry if for every vertex v, IM(v)l = 1. The unique 
element of M(v), denoted by ~, will be called the opposite of v in G. 
Bipartite graphs with central symmetry (,) are called S-graphs. S-graphs are 
important in connection with lattice theory [5]. Graphs with the central symmetry (,) 
are called generalized S-graphs [6]. Generalized S-graphs are referred to as antipodal 
graphs in [2] and symmetric even graphs in [4]. 
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It is known [6] that a generalized S-graph G is connected and has an even number 
of vertices and the following properties: 
de(v, v--) = d(G) for every v • V(G), 
de(u, v) + d6(6, v) = de(u, ~) for every u, v ~ V(G), 
de(u, v) = de(a, v-) for every u, v ~ V(G), 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
a generalized S-graph G of diameter 3 is regular of degree IV(G)I/2-1 and 
the transformation f vertices to their opposites defines an automorphism 
on G. (4) 
For simplicity, we call a generalized S-graph of diameter d a d-GS-graph. The only 
1-GS-graph is K2, a 2-GS-graph on 2n vertices is isomorphic to K2n ~ E(L), where L is 
a 1-factor of K2n and n > 1, 3-GS-graphs on n vertices are regular of degree n/2-1  and 
a construction of'cross-cloning' is used to obtain all 3-GS-graphs in [2]. In this paper, 
we will prove a more explicit constructive theorem (Theorem 5). Before we do it we 
will mention some notations and known results which are useful in the following 
discussions. 
For every pair of vertices (u, v) consider the set He(u, v) [2] defined as follows: If 
u and v are adjacent, then 
He(u, v) = {wlw q~ {u, v}, (u, w) • E(G), (v, w)q~E(G), or (u, w)q~E(G), (v, w)¢ E(G)}. 
If u and v are not adjacent, then 
He(u, v) = {wlw¢ {u, v}, (u, w) • E(G), (v, w) • E(G), or (u, w)¢E(6), (v, w)¢E(G)} .
A graph G with more than two vertices will be called an H-graph, if He(u, v) ~ 0 for 
every distinct u, v • V(G). 
H-graphs play an important role in [2] in generating all 3-GS-graphs (antipodal 
graphs of diameter 3). To describe this role, a so-called 'cross-cloning' operation is 
introduced. A graph G is a cross-cloning of a graph H, (denoted by G=H®), if 
G consists of two copies of H, say H and H, and if u and v are not adjacent in H, then 
u and ~ and ~i and v are adjacent in G, where a and f are corresponding vertices of 
u and v in H, respectively. 
Tl~orem 1 (Berman and Kotzig [2]). A graph G is an antipodal graph of diameter 3 iff 
it is a cross-cloning of an H-graph. 
The following theorem, which is due to Kotzig and Laufer, gives a simple method 
for constructing an infinite set of 3-GS-graphs. 
Theorem 2 (Kotzig and Laufer [6]). Let G be a 3-GS-graph, let (VI, I/2) be a partition 
of V(G). Let H be the graph obtained from G by the addition of two vertices wl and 
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w 2 and two sets of edges: 
El={(Wl, X) lxeV1} and E2={(w2,x) IxeV2}.  
Then H is a GS-graph of diameter 3 iff for every v e V(G) 
(a) v ~ VI/ff  # e V2, 
(b) v ~ V~ implies that there exists w ~ Vj, {i,j} = { 1, 2} such that de(v, w) = 1. 
The two 3-GS-graphs, shown in Fig. 1 are not obtainable by Theorem 2. 
The following two problems related to Theorem 2 were posed by Laufer at the 
Second International Conference on Combinatorial Mathematics. 
Problem 1 (Capobianco et al. [3]). Are there any other 3-GS-graphs which are not 
obtainable by Theorem 2? 
Problem 2 (Capobianco et al. l-3]). Is the set of 3-GS-graphs not obtainable by 
Theorem 2 finite? 
In this paper, we will construct an infinite set of 3-GS-graphs H~(k >i 1) each of which 
is not obtainable by Theorem 2. Furthermore, we show that, except hese graphs, all 
3-GS-graphs can be obtained by Theorem 2. 
2. The comtrucdon 
Here, we will construct an infinite set of 3-GS-graphs not obtainable by Theorem 2, 
and then give our constructive Theorem 5, the proof of which will be given in the next 
section. We start from some useful observations. 
Prop~ition 1. Let G be a 3-GS-graph, a ~ V(G), then V(G)= {a, ti} u N~(a)u NG(~) . 
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Proof. Since do(a, a)= 3, we have ATo(a )n ATo(a- ) = 0. Note that the graph is regular of 
degrce l V(G) I /2 -1 ,  the result follows readily. [] 
Proposition 2. Let G be a 3-GS-graph and u, v ~ V(G) with u v~ ~, then u and v are 
adjacent iff u and ~ are not adjacent. 
Proof. Since do(u,v)+do(u,O=3, u is adjacent o v iff do(u,~)=2 iff u and fi are not 
adjacent. [] 
Remark 1. For any 3-GS-graph G and a • V(G), NG(u)(u • No(a)) is determined by 
No(u) n No(a)(No(u) c~ No(a)). In fact, No(u) = (No(u) c~ lqo(a)) u (No(u) r~ No(a)), let 
x • No(a), then ~ ~ No(a) and by Proposition 2 x ~ No(u)c~ No(a) iff ~q~.No(u)c~ No(a). 
Remark 1 is important in the following discussions. 
Corollary 1. Let G be a 3-GS-graph, a • V(G). Let M = G[No(a)] and M = G[No(a)] 
then M ~- IVI and G - {a, a} = M ®. 
Corollary 2. Let G be a 3-GS-graph, a•  V(G), u,v•No(a),  then lqo(u)c~No(a)# 
2Vo(v) n No(a), No(u) n No(a) # No(v) c~ No(a). 
Proof. If IqG(u ) c~ No(a) = lqo(v) c~ No(a)(No(u) c~ No(a) = No(a) c~ No(v)) then by 
Remark 1 we would have No(u)=/qo(v) , which implies that de(u, v-)=do(v, fi)= 3, 
a contradiction. 
Pro[m, ition 3. Let G be a 3-GS-graph, then there exists a partition (Vt, V2) of V(G) with 
the following properties: 
(a) u • Vx /ff a • V2, 
(b) I f  v • V~, then there exists w • V3, {i, j} = {1, 2} such thatdo(v, w)= 1. 
Proof. Let a•  V(G),Vl={a}uNo(a),V2={a}uNo(a),  then (Vt, V2) has the two 
specified properties. [] 
Let G be a 3-GS-graph and let (Vt, V2) be a partition of V(G) having the two 
properties in Proposition 3. Let H be the graph obtained from G by the way of 
Theorem 2, then we say H is obtained from G by an L-operation with respect o the 
partition (Vt, V2) of V(G). When the partition of V(G) is not specified, we also say that 
H is obtained from G by an L-operation. 
If a 3-GS-graph H is obtained from another 3-GS-graph by an L-operation, then we 
call H a reducible 3-GS-graph, otherwise, we call it an irreducible 3-GS-graph. 
Obviously, H is irreducible iff H -{a ,a}  is not a 3-GS-graph for every pair of 
vertices (a, a-). 
Theorem 2 now implies the following. 
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Theorem 3. Let H be the graph obtained from a 3-GS-graph G by an L-operation, then 
H is also a 3-GS-graph. 
Proposition 3and Theorem 3 tell us that, starting from a given 3-GS-graph, we can 
construct some other ones having more vertices. In this paper, we will show that any 
3-GS-graph can be obtained from another 3-GS-graph by an L-operation except hose 
graphs Hk(k >1 1) defined as follows: 
nk=D~, 
V(Dk)= {ao} USl LJS 2, 
where 
$1 = {al.i[1 <~i<~k}, 
S2= {a2.i[1 <~i <<,k}, 
the neighbour sets of vertices are defined as follows: 
N ok(ao) = $1 u $2, 
Nok(al.2t) c~ ($1 u $2) = $1 u S 2 - -  {a2.2j- i I 1 ~<j ~< i}, 
Nok(ax.2z- 1) c~ (SI u $2) = $1 u {a2.2~11 ~<j ~< l -  1 }, 
No~(a2.2i) c~ ($1 u $2) = $1 u $2 - {a2.2~- 111 ~<j ~< i}, 
No~(a2.2t- 1)c~($1 uS2)=$2 u {al.2111 <~j<~l- 1} 
HI and H2 are depicted in Fig. 1. 
Remark 2. The map: ao~--~ao, al.:--~a2.i (l~<i~<k) defines an automorphism of Dk 
which induces an automorphism of Hi: ao~--~ao, ~04--~0, al.i*-~a2.t, ~1.t~--~i2.~ (1 < i ~< k). 
Theorem 4. Hk(k >>. 1) are irreducible 3-GS-graphs. 
Proof. Hk(k >>, 1) are 3-GS-graphs ince Dk(k >>, 1) are H-graphs. To show Hk is irredu- 
cible, it suffices to note that Dk-- {a} is not an H-graph for any a of $1 u {ao}. In fact, 
in Dk-- ao, H(al.1, a2.0 = O, 
in Dk--al.1, H(a2.2, ao)=O, 
in D k - al.~, H(a2.i- 1, a2.i + 1) = O, 
in Dk--al.k,H(a2.k_x, a2.~)=O. [] 
Theorem 4 tells us that there are infinitely many 3-GS-graphs which cannot be 
obtained by Theorem 2, this answers Laufer's two problems. Furthermore, we have 
the following theorem. 
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Theorem 5. A 3-GS-graph is irreducible iff G ~-H k for some k. 
Remark 3. The main result ([2], Theorem 2) easily follows from our Theorem 5 by 
applying induction on n and using ([2], Lemma 1). 
3. Proof of the main result 
In this section, we show that G is irreducible iff G = H~ for some k, we start from 
some lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a 3-GS-#raph, a ~ V(G), M = G[No(a)], then for any two adjacnt 
vertices u and v in No(a), HM(u,v)v~O. 
Proof. If, on the contrary, HM(u,v)=0 for two adjacent vertices u and v, then 
1Vu(u) n No(a) = Nu(v) n No(a), that is, No(u) n No(a) = bTo(v) n No(a), contradicting 
Corollary 2. [] 
Corollary 3. Let G be a 3-GS-graph, a ~ V(G). I f  G -  {a, ti} is not a 3-GS-graph, then 
there exist two non-adjacent vertices u and v in No(ao) such that No(a)n No(v)= {a}. 
Note that a 3-GS-graph G on six vertices is connected and regular of degree 2, thus 
G~Ha. In what follows, we always suppose that G is an irreducible 3-GS-graph 
with at least eight vertices. Note also that, in our irreducible 3-GS-graph 
Hk(k >>, 1), IN(a1.2) n N(tio) l = IN(a2.2) n N(tio) l= 1. In the following Lemmas 2-6 we 
show that in any irreducible graph G there exists some vertex a0 and exactly two 
vertices x, y in No(ao) such that I No(x) n No(ao) l= I No(y) n No(ao) l= 1. 
Let G be an irreducible 3-GS-graph, a ~ V(G). We set 
U(a) = {x E No(a) llNo(x) c~ No(a) l= 1 }. 
Note that, if x ~ U(a), then by Proposition 2 there exists only one vertex in 
No(a)-{x},  say x', which is not adjacent o x, and G-{x ' ,  2'} is not a 3-GS-graph 
since d(x,a)>~3 in G-{x' ,~'}.  
Choose ao such that IU(ao) l is as large as possible, we will show that I U(ao)l = 2. We 
first show the following. 
Lemma 2. Let G be an irreducible 3-GS-graph, then there exists some vertex a such that 
U(a)~O. 
Proof. Suppose U(a)=0 for all a ~ V(G). Let u ~ V(G) and GI=G-{u ,6} ,  We will 
obtain the cortradiction that GI is a 3-GS-graph. It suffices to show that 
d~l(x,y)=do(x,y ) for all x ,y~ V(GI). This is clear if do(x,y)=l. Now assume 
de(x, y)= 2, i.e. yCNo(x) then y e No(2). Since U(2)~ 0, INo(y)n No(x)l >~ 2, and hence 
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[Nol(Y) n Nol(x) l/> 1. Thus do,(x, y) = 2 = do(x, y). If do(x, y) = 3 (i.e. if y = ~), then for 
any z e No~(x),do(x, z)=2, and hence 
do(x, y) <<. do,(x, y) <<. do,(x, z) + dol(z, y) = do(x, z) + do(z, y) = 3. 
Thus do~(x, y) = do(x, y) = 3. [] 
Lemma 3. Let G be an irreducible 3-GS-graph and U(a)#O for some a e V(G), then 
G[U(a)] is a complete #raph. 
Proof. Suppose G[U(a)] is not a complete graph an x, y are two non-adjacent vertices 
in U(a). We will obtain the contradiction that G1 = G-{a,  ~i} is a 3-GS-graph. [] 
Let No(x) c~ No(a) = {~'}, then x' e No(a) and ATo(x )c~ No(a) = No(a)-  {x'}. Since 
x and y are not adjacent and y e No(a), we have y=x', and hence 
No(x) c~ No(a)= No(y)n No(a) = No(a)-  { x, y} # O . (1) 
If GI is not a 3-GS-graph, then by Corollary 3 there exist two non-adjacent vertices 
u and v in No(a) such that 
No(u) n No(v) = {a}. (2) 
Since u and v are not adjacent, by (1) we have I{u,v}c~{x,y}l#l. It follows that 
{u,v} = {x,y} or {u, v} n{x,y} =0, but these are impossible since, in the former case, 
we would have 
No(a)-  {x, y} c No,(u) n No,(v) 50  
and in the latter case, we obtain 
{x, y} c No,(u) c~ No,(v) 
contradicting (2) in both cases. 
1.emma 4. Let G be a 3-GS-#raph, x, y e U(a). Let 
No(x) c~ No(a) = {~'}, No(y) c~ No(a) = {)7} 
then x' ¢ y' and x', y' e No(a). 
Proof. If x' = y' then No(x) n No(~i) = No(y) n No(Q), contradicting Corollary 2. 
Lemma 5. Let G be an irreducible 3-GS-graph, U(a)SO, then [U(a)l-N< 2. 
Proof. Suppose [U(ao)l >/3. We will obtain the contradiction that G1 = G-{a,  ~i} is 
a 3-GS-graph. In fact, if G~ is not a 3-GS-graph, then there exist two non-adjacent 
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vertices u and v in Na(a) such that 
Na(u) n Na(v) = {a}. (1) 
By Lemmas 3 and 4 {u, v} c~ U(a)=O. Since I U(a)l/> 3, there exists some x ~ U(a) with 
Na(x) c~ Na(a)= {~'} and x'(~{u, v}, then x • Na(u)c~ Na(v), contradicting (1). 
Lemma 6. Let G be an irreducible 3-GS-oraph, choose ao such that I U(ao) I is as laroe as 
possible, then I U(ao)l = 2. 
Proof. Suppose [U(ao)[ = 1 and U(ao)= {x}. Let No(x) c~N(ao)= {~'}, then x' ~ Na(ao), 
do E U(~) and there exist two non-adjacent vertices u and v such that 
N~(u) n N~(v) = {ao}. (1) 
We claim that x¢/{u, v}. Otherwise, suppose x = u, then v ~ U(~), and hence IU(~) 1/> 2, 
a contradiction. On the other hand, x 'e  {u,v} (otherwise, x~Na(u)c~Na(v)). We
assume, without loss of generality, that x '= u. 
Since G-{x ,~} is not a 3-GS-graph, there exist two non-adjacent vertices xt and 
x2 in N~(x), such that 
Na(x 1) n Na(x2) = {x}. (2) 
Since x is adjacent o all vertices in Na(ao)- {x, x'}, and {xt, x2} # {ao, ~'} (otherwise, 
x' e U(ao)), we have {Xl,X2} c~ Na(ao) ~0. On the other hand, {Xl, x2} ¢ Na(ao), 
(otherwise, ao~Na(xa)c~Na(x2)), hence I{xl, x2}c~Na(ao)l=l. We suppose 
Xl • Na(ao), then x2q~Na(ao), and so x2 ~ Na(tio). Note that x2 is adjacent o x((2)) and 
x is adjacent o only one vertex ~' in 1Va(ao), thus x2 = ~'= •. Now we have 
I Na(x 1) m Na(u-) I= 1, 
INa(v--) c~ Na(a)l = 1 
and Xx, ~ • Na(u), thus {xl, f} c U(u). Since Xx ~ Na(ao), f e Na(ao-), we have xt #~, and 
hence U(u)l/> 2, a contradiction. 
Lemma 7. Let G be an irreducible 3-GS-graph, U(ao)--{x,y} for some vertex ao 
V(G), Suppose 
N~(x) n N~(ao) = {~'}, 
N~(y) c~ N~(ao) = {~7'}. 
Then x' and y' are not adjacent and 
Na(x')c~ Na(y')= {ao}. 
Proof. Since G-{ao,  rio} is not a 3-GS-graph, there exist two non-adjacent vertices 
u and v such that Na(u)n Na(v)= {ao). Noting that/V~(x) c~ Na(ao)= Na(ao)-{x'), we 
have x' ~ {u, v}, similarly, y' ~ {u, v} and hence {x', y'} = {u, v}. 
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Let G be an irreducible 3-GS-graph, G_~HI. Choose ao such that IU(ao)[ is as large 
as possible, then IU(ao)l =2. Let U(ao)= {al. 2, a2.2} and suppose N~(al.2)c~N~(ao)= 
{a2.1}, S~(a2.2)c~N~(ao) = {t~1.1}, then a1.1, a2.1 ~ N~(ao), we set 
$1 =S~(ao)C~]V~(aH), ,(1 = N~(ao) ~ ATe(d1.1), 
$2 = No(ao) c~ ]VG(a2.1), 52 = No(ao) ~/~TG(t~2.1). 
By Lemma 7, ax.t and a2.1 are not adjacent and $1 r~S2 =0, On the other hand, for 
any a~NG{ao},a¢Sl, i.e., aehTa(al.1), then ae  No(a1.1), and hence a~NG(a2.1), this 
implies a e No(a2.1), i.e., a e $2, we thus obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 8. 
$1 t"~ $2 = 0, S iuS2=N~(ao)  , 
Kro(a 1.2) n N o(ao) = N c(ao)-- { a2.1 }, 
/Vo(a2.2) c~ No(ao) = No(ao)- {a1.1}. 
Generally, if we know there exist al.i e $1, a2.j e $2 (1 ~< j ~< m), the neighbour sets of 
which meet the following: 
AT~(a 1.2i) c~ S~(ao) = NG(ao)-- (a2.2j- d l ~< j ~< i), 
]qG(al.21- 1) C~ Na(ao) = $1 u {a2.2jI 1 ~< j ~< l -  1 }, 
(**) 
~7~(a2.2~) c  N~(ao) = N~(ao)- {aI.2~- 111 ~< j ~< i}, 
N~(a2.2t- 1) c~ So(ao) = $2 w {al.2jl 1 ~< j ~< l -  1 }, 
where 1 ~i<~lm/2 J, 1 ~i~Vm/2~, then we can further deduce the following lemma. 
Lemma 9. If(**) is established for al.~ and a2.j(1 <~ j <~ m) and [$2[ > m, then there exists 
al.m+l e $1 - {a1.~11 <~i~m} such that 
(a) I f  m is an even number, say m = 2p, then 
/V~(a 1.,, + 1) r~ N~(ao) = $1 w {a2.2j[1 ~< j ~< p}. 
(b) I f  m is an odd number, say m = 2p-1,  then 
IV~(a~.r~+ 1)c~ N~(ao)= N~(ao)- {a2.2~- 111 <<. j <~ p}. 
Proof. Since G - {a2.~, a2.m} is not a 3-GS-graph, there exist two non-adjacent vertices 
u and v in N~(a2.m) such that 
No(u) c~ No(v) = {az.,,}, (1) 
we claim that aov~u, ao¢v. In fact, if ao=u, then v eNo(~o), and hence 
v e U(~o)= {41.2, t~2.2}. But ,~1.2, az.2~No(a2.,.), a contradiction. Similarly, v ¢ao. We 
distinguish two cases. 
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Case 1: m ~ 2p. In this case the closed neighbour set of a2.m is given by 
1V~(a2.m)=(N~(ao)-{al.2j-l[1 <~j<<.p}) L J {til.2j-dl ~J<~p} L J{ao}. 
By (1) we know that {u, v} ¢ N~(ao), {u, v} ¢ N~(~io), and therefore we can assume 
u ~ N~(ao)-{al.2j_tll <~j<~p}, v ~ {t~1.2i_ 111 <<,j<~p}. 
We claim that V=ax.2p-t. In fact, suppose o=ti1.2~-i for some 1 <p. From (**) we 
know that a2.zp-2q~N~(ax.2t-1), and so a2.2p-2 e NG(tia.21- 1). On the otherhand, we 
have 
N~(a2.2p- 2) c~ N~(ao) = N~(ao)- {al.2j- d l ~< j ~< p-  1 } = {u}. 
Thus a2.2p-2e NG(u)c~NG(v), contradicting (1). Therefore v=al.2p-1. According to 
(**) and Proposition 2, we obtain the following: 
N~(v) n N~(ao) = $2-  {a2.2j I1 ~< j ~< p-  1 }. (2) 
Combining (1) and (2), we deduce the following: 
NG(u) n N~(ao) ~ $1 w {a2.2j l1 ~< j ~< p}. (3) 
We claim that the equality in (3) must hold. In fact, if there exists some 
x~Siu{a2.2jll<<.j<<,p}, such that xq~N~(u)c~NG(ao), then ~eN~(u)c~N~(v), 
a contradiction. Since u e N~(ao)nNo(al.x) (otherwise al.l e No(u)c~N~(v)),u ~ $1 
and hence u e S 1 -{a  1.2j- 111 ~< j ~< p}. on the other hand, since I S~l> m, for 1 ~<i~< p we 
have 
bT~(a 1.2i)c~ N~(ao) = N~(ao)-- {a2.e~- 111 ~< j ~< i} 
S ~ w {a2.2~11 ~< j ~< p} 
= N~(u)~ N~(ao), 
thus uv~a~.2~, and hence u e Sx-{al.~ll <<.j<~2p}. 
Set u =a l . ,+ 1 then (a) is established. 
Case 2: m=2p-1.  In this case, N~(a2.,) is given by 
/Vo(a~..) = S2 w {a~.2~ll ~j~p-  1} w(S1 - {a~.2~11 <~j~p-- 1})w {ao}. 
Similar to Case 1, we can assume 
ueS~{ax.2~ll<<.j<.p-1}, veS~-{a~.~ll<. j<.p-1}. 
Clearly, u~Sz (otherwise, a~.~ eN~(u)~ N~(o)), and hence u e {a~.~jl 1 ~< j ~< p-1}.  We 
claim that N~-al.2p_ 2(otherwise, a2.2p_ a e N~(u)c~N~(v)). From (**) we obtain the 
following 
N~(u) n N~(ao) = N~(ao)- {a~.2~- 111 ~ j ~< p-- 1 }. (4) 
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On the other hand, (1) and (4) give 
No(v) c~ N6(ao) ~_ {az.2i- 111 ~< j ~< p}. 
If a2.2j- 1 q~N6(v) for some j(1 ~<j ~< p), then ~i2.zi_ 1 e No(u) n No(v), a contradiction, 
and hence 
N6(v)~ N6(ao)= {a2.2i- 111 <<. j <<.p}. 
Set f=al.m+l, then 
lqo(a 1.m + 1) c~ No(ao) = N~(ao) - {a2.2 j - 111 ~< j ~ p}. 
Clearly, al.,+1 ~ Sl-{al.zi[1 <~j<~p-1}. Since [Szl>m, for 1 <~l<~p, we have 
No(a1.21-1) c~ No(ao) # No(a 1.,, + 1) n No(ao). 
So a1.,+1#a1.21-1, and hence al.m+l e S l -{a l . j l  1 ~<j~<2p-1}, this completes the 
proof of Lemma 9. [] 
Symmetrically, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 10. I f  there exist al.j ~ $1 and a2.~ ~ $2(1 <~ j<.m) such that (**) is established 
for l<.i<.Lm/2J, l<~l<.[m/2- ] and ISll>m, then there exists a2.m+leS2-{a2.~l 
1 <. j <. m} such that 
(a) if m is an even number, say m = 2p, then 
1Vo(a2.m +1) c~ NG(ao) = $2 u {al.2jll ~< j ~< P} 
(b) I f  m = 2p-  1, then 
/qG(a2., + 1) n No(ao) = No(ao)- {al.2i- 111 <~ j <. p}. 
Proofof Theorem 5. Let min {ISd, IS21} =k, then by Lemmas 8-10, there exist al.j e $1, 
a2.j ~ $2(1 <~j<<.k), such that (**) is established for 1 <<.i<<.[k/2] and 1 <~l<~[k/2] and 
ISl1=1S21, and hence G_~Hk. [] 
From Theorems 2 and 3, we know that for every r(r~>2) there exists at least 
one 3-GS-graph which is regular of degree r. What is the number N(r) of mutually 
non-isomorphic 3-GS-graphs which are regular of degree r? Clearly, N(r)>t 1 and for 
r = 2, 3, 4 it was known that N(2)= N(3)= 1 and N(4)= 3 (see 13]). The values of N(r) 
for r>4 are unknown. Theorem 5 would probably help to calculate N(r) for some 
small r, but to calculate N(r) for all r seems a difficult problem. 
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